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Abstract 
The identity of the Lanna people in northern Thailand is remarkably maintained through 
the northern language “Kam Mueang” in a context of cultural hybridity. This study was 
conducted in Chiang Mai, known as the capital of Lanna to investigate the maintenance 
of Lanna identity through the use of Kam Mueang words on signage. Signage of any 
possible forms in public, composed with words from single to large strings either 
permanent or contemporary, especially on the side roads was collected as data used in this 
study. Four pattern repertoires of signage are found including signs in foreign languages, 
signs in different mixed languages, signs in Thai only, and signs in Kam Mueang, mixed 
and non-mixed, respectively. Five Kam Mueang words including “Mueang”, “Huean”, 
“Doi”, “Kat”, and “Kham” on signs in public spaces reflect identity maintenance of 
Lanna people. Kam Mueang in public signage though found at a low rate compared to the 
frequency of all utterances types, currently and remarkably displays salient phenomenon 
of social identity.   
Key words: identity, maintenance, Northern Thai  
ISO 639-3 language codes: nod 
1. Introduction 
Lanna-Northern Thailand has maintained its unique society and culture through signage highlighted in public 
spaces under various political, social and cultural circumstances until the present era of Globalization. 
Northern Thai also known as Lanna language or more properly as “Kam Mueang” is not mutually intelligible 
with Central Thai. The vocabulary and pronunciation are different. Hence, the presence of Kam Mueang 
words in public places where Central Thai would normally be used is a reflection of pride in local identity. 
Identity is expressed through the language used in public spaces as seen on signage in northern Thailand. 
Words or other kinds of linguistic units on signage (such as, phrases and sentences) are communication 
system in society, which changes over time and reflects social and cultural phenomena. Language and 
society are reciprocally related, and language and identity are ‘ultimately inseparable’ as language is an 
identity marker at a group level and the most salient distinguishing characteristic of human beings (Edwards, 
2009). People in northern Thailand, confronted with changing lifestyles, recognize their ethnic, social and 
cultural identity and express this sentiment in their public written language.  
The written signage in Kam Mueang or the language of Lanna is written using the Central Thai 
alphabet mixed with other languages (including English) or in Kam Mueang only points to a multilingual 
community. The display of Kam Mueang with and among other languages, especially English which is 
extensively spread in the same community is evidence of the interaction between the local and the global 
resulting in Glocalization (Robertson, 1992). Meanwhile local language – Kam Mueang being expressed in 
the context of hybridity reinvigorates the socio-cultural identity and sheds light on change and maintenance 
of Lanna identity and language in the global culture of communication.      
2. Signage Data  
Data used in this study were signage in public, especially on side roads. Signs in public spaces include shop 
names, place names, advertisements, and announcements given on boards made of several kinds of materials 
such as, metal (e.g. zinc), cotton, wood, artificial wood, plastic, and paper, and also small and large stickers. 
2.1 Data Collection 
The data was collected from the places I travelled to following my weekly and daily itinerary in Chiang Mai 
province for about six and a half months, from October 2009 to mid April 2010. This whole region is the 
Kam Mueang speaking area. Chiang Mai city is the cultural capital of Kam Mueang speaking area. Notes of 
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written signage data together with some hundreds of photos were collected from the Mueang district, or the 
city of Chiang Mai, and seven other districts including Chom Thong, Doi Lo, San Pa Tong, Hang Dong, San 
Sai (especially at Mae Jo, its sub-district), Mae Rim and Chiang Dao. These are all smaller towns and 
municipal areas near to Chiang Mai City and still in Chiang Mai Province. 
2.2 Data Analysis: Types and Characteristics of Signage 
The data of single to large strings of linguistic units, that is from words to sentences of both permanent and 
contemporary types of signage were analysed by classifying all signs into types, and contrasting them in 
number and percentage. The most frequently used signs in Lanna language or “Kam Mueang” were taken 
into consideration. 
Signs found in this study were those of both permanent and temporary types. Place names and 
business shop names were permanent, whereas most of the advertisements and announcements were 
temporary. The former type could be made of metal (e.g. zinc), wood, artificial wood and plastic, whereas 
the later of cotton, paper, plastic, and artificial wood, and also small and large stickers. 
Signs were written in Thai (the official language of Thailand), English, and other languages, such as 
Chinese, Japanese, French and German. Some signs were given in two languages, mostly Thai and English. 
A mix of two, and even three languages were found on only one sign.  
Linguistic units in several languages used on signage ranged from single to large strings, that is, word, 
phrase and sentence, as shown below. 
 
Single words:  
 ซาว saw ‘twenty’ 
 หมวย  mǔaj ‘a female’s name’ 
 
Phrases :  
 บา้นเฮาคาราโอเกะ   bānhāukaːraːɁoːkèɁ ‘our home karaoke’ 
 คุม้พญาการเ์ดน้โฮม   khúmphàʔɲaːkaːdênhom ‘residence of the great head of state (former 
time)’ 
 
Sentences:   
 มาแอว่เชยีงใหม ่ตอ้งมาไนทซ์าฟาร ี maːɁӕ̀ːwʨhiaŋmàitɔŋ̄maːnáitsaːfaːriː  
 ‘when (you) Visit Chiang Mai, you must visit Night Safari’ 
 
Signs were classified into four types including signs in foreign languages, signs in different mixed 
languages, signs in Thai only, and signs in Kam Mueang, mixed and non-mixed  
3. Contrastive Use of All Signs 
The total number of 3,825 signs was classified by way of contrast and four types of frequencies were found. 
Signs in foreign languages were used the most frequently, 31.00 %, mixed signs followed with little 
difference, 29.52 %, Thai signs were used 26.64 %, or 4.36 % less than the highest number of all used signs, 
and Kam Mueang signs were used the least, 12.84 %, or 18.16 % less than the highest use, respectively. The 
pie diagram below shows the contrastive use of all signs in this study.  
 
Figure 1: Contrastive use of all signs 
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3.1 Signs in foreign languages 
Signs in foreign languages, which were found most frequently among all types of signage, and were 
classified into three types including 1) signs in foreign languages in Thai (with and without English 
transliteration), 2) signs in English only, and 3) signs in other languages. 
3.1.1 Signs in foreign languages in Thai with and without English transliteration 
Signs in foreign languages in Thai were divided into two types, exemplified as shown below, including signs 
in foreign languages in Thai without English transliteration, and signs in foreign languages in Thai with 
English transliteration. Most words were from English; a few other languages appeared, including Chinese 
and Japanese.  
 
1) Signs in foreign languages in Thai without English transliteration: 
 
 โคก้ kóːk ‘Coke’ 
 แลนด ์แอนด ์เฮาส ์ lӕːɁӕ̀ːnháu ‘Land and House’ 
 ฟจูซิงัซชู ิ fuːʨìɁsaŋsuːʨhíɁ ‘Fujisang Shushi’ 
 
2) Signs in foreign languages in Thai with English transliteration.  
It is noted that signs in English characters were obviously given, whereas most of signs in Thai characters 
were much smaller in size. 
 
 L Top Salon  แอล ท็อป ซาลอน 
 คาวบอยมารเ์ก็ต COWBOY’S MARKET 
 The Airport Greenery ดแิอรพ์อรต์กรนีเนอรี) 
 
  
Figure 2: L Top Salon  แอล ท็อป ซาลอน Figure 3: คาวบอยมารเ์ก็ต COWBOY’S MARKET 
3.1.2 Signs in English only  
Signs in English only, that is, without Thai transliteration, have increased more and more in public. English 
names for business shops (shop, hotel, restaurant, coffee shop, etc.), advertisements, and announcements are 
found in English everywhere. Some data examples are given below. 
 
 Bake &Bite 
 McDonald’s  
 Natural Wellness Resort and Spa 
 Taxi Services To Every Where  
 HANA CHRISTIAN International Kindergarten 
 Your car we care  
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3.1.3 Signs in other languages 
Signs in other languages including Chinese, Korean, Japanese, French, and German were recognized. They 
were written in those languages’ characters and sometimes accompanied with transliteration in Thai, and 
English words. 
 
In Chinese:  เจ ʨeː ‘vegetarian food’, ฮั)น จื+อ กง (with Chinese characters) hânʨɯ̂ːkoŋ ‘Han Jue Kong – a 
name‘, ชนุเส็ง (without Chinese characters) ʨhunsěŋ ‘Chun Seng – a name’ 
 
In Korean:  Kanzen-Kenko 
In German:  Bosch (Service), HÄFELE, Osram, Würth, Hofmann, Schenker 
In Japanese:  ซชู ิไคโซ suːʨhíɁkhaisoː ‘Sushi Kai So’, TOYOTA, Isuzu 
In French:   CARREFOUR, Amitie  
 
  
Figure 4: HÄFELE Figure 5: CARREFOUR 
3.2 Signs in different mixed languages: Thai mixed with other languages 
Two types of mixed signs were found, 1) signs in a mix of Thai and English, which was the most dominant 
mixing, and 2) signs in a mix of Thai and other languages. 
3.2.1 Signs in a mix of Thai and English 
The mix of words on signage which was found most frequently among all types of mixing was the mix 
between English and Thai. These signage words were sometimes accompanied with English transliterations.  
 
1) The mix written in Thai with English transliteration: 
 
 อนิทนนทร์เิวอรไ์ซดร์สีอรท์ INTHANON RIVERSIDE RESORT 
 แวน่บวิตี+ฟลู Beautiful Optical 
 ยนิดตีอ้นรับสู…่เชยีงใหมไ่นทซ์าฟาร ีWelcome to…Chiang Mai Night Safari 
 
 
Figure 6: อนิทนนทร์เิวอรไ์ซตร์สีอรท์ INTHANON RIVERSIDE RESORT 
 
2) The mix written in Thai without English transliteration: 
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 อนิทนนทค์อฟฟี)โรด Ɂinthanonkhᴐ́.îːrót ‘Inthanon Coffee Road’ 
 แจม่ฟ้าซปุเปอรม์ารท์ ʨæ̀mfáːsúppǝ̂ː màːt ‘Chaem Fa Supermart’ 
 บา้นรุง่เรอืง ควอลติี+เฮาส ์ bāːnrûŋrɯŋkhɔːlíɁtîːháu ‘Ban Rung Rueang Quality House’  
 
3) The mix written in Thai and English  
This type of mixing was given in Thai and English alphabet together on the same signage. Data examples are 
shown as in the following. 
 
 รา้นแวน่ตา I LOVE U OPTICAL ráːnwæːntaː I LOVE U OPTICAL ‘I LOVE U Optical shop’ 
 Dr. com ซอ่มคอมฯ อพัเกรด Dr. com sɔ̂ː mkhɔːmʔápkrèːd ‘Dr.com repair & upgrade computer’ 
 เชยีงใหม ่89 plaza ʨhiaŋmài 89 plaza ‘Chiang Mai 89 plaza’ 
 
 
Figure 7: รา้นแวน่ตา I LOVE U OPTICAL ráːnwæːntaː I LOVE U OPTICAL ‘I LOVE U Optical shop’ 
 
4) The mix written in English, with or without Thai transliteration  
 
 The Nature Home Chiangmai 
 CENTRAL AIRPORT PLAZA 
 Light up your world to over 70 cities with THAI 
 
 
  
Figure 8: The Nature Home Chiangmai Figure 9: Light up your world to over 70 cities with THAI 
3.2.2 Signs in a mix of Thai and other languages: Chinese, Japanese, Italian, French, and German 
Following are some data excerpts shown the mix between several other foreign languages except English in 
signs. 
 
Chinese + Thai: จลูง่ สกุี+ & กุง้กระทะ ʨuːlôŋsùʔkîː & kûŋkràʔtháʔ ‘Chulong shuki & pan grilled 
 scrimp’ 
Japanese + Thai:  วาซาบแิมโ่จ ้waːsaːbìʔmæ̂ːʨôː ‘Maejo wasabi’ 
Japanese + English:  ฮติาชแิฟร ์2010 híʔtaːʨhíʔfæː 2010 ‘Hitachi Fair 2010’ 
Italian + Thai: สปาเกต็ตี+ขี+เมาหม ูsàʔpaːkéttîːkhîːmaumǔː ‘Spaghetti with spicy pork’ 
French + Thai:  Le โค ləːkhoː ‘the buffalo’, กลุพันธว์ลิล ์kunlaphanwil ‘Kulpan Ville’ 
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German + Thai: Würth เทคโนโลยจีากเยอรมนั Würth théknoːloːjiːʨàːkjəːraman ‘Würth Technology 
            from Germany’ 
3.3 Signs in Thai only  
Most signs in Thai only can be considered “old fashioned” or not-up-to-date. The material of those signs 
looks old; the words on such signage were written a long time ago as seen in the following examples. 
 
 สระอ ู    sàɁràɁuː ‘vowel /uː/’    
 ขอบคณุที)ไมส่บูบหุรี) khɔːpkhunthîːmâisùːbbùɁrìː ‘Thank you for not smoking’  
 รัตนผล   ráttàɁnáɁphǒːn ‘Rattanapol’ 
 
Although many signage words look old fashioned, they have English translation as shown in a few examples 
below. 
 
 เปิด OPEN 
 ศนูยอ์าหารเทศบาลตําบลจอมทอง Chom Thong FOOD CENTER 
 
Some shop names’ signs connote the owners and location of the shops, as seen in the excerpts given below.  
 
 เกรยีงไกร kriaŋkhrai ‘Kriangkrai’ 
 แมโ่จเ้ภสชั mæ̂ːʨôːpheːsàt ‘Mae Jo Pharmacy’ 
 ชาญชยั ʨhaːnʨhai ‘Chanchai’   
 
 
Figure 10: เกรยีงไกร kriaŋkhrai ‘Kriangkrai’ 
 
A few Thai signs were written in English, that is, without Thai alphabet at all as shown in the 
following data excerpts.  
 
 Baan Thapae ‘Tha Pae house’ (a shop) 
 SAMART ‘Samart’ (a television satellite product’s name, which can be translated as ‘be able’) 
 
 
Figure 11: Baan Thapae ‘Tha Pae house’ (a shop) 
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3.4 Signs in Kam Mueang, mixed and non-mixed 
Kam Mueang in this study meant only those signs that are written in Thai alphabet involving original sounds 
as much as possible. In the case of mixing, signs in Kam Mueang are mostly mixed Thai and English, only a 
few with French. Three types of signs in Kam Mueang are found on signage. 
3.4.1 Signs in Kam Mueang mixed with Thai 
Kam Mueang words written in Thai alphabet are mixed with Thai in various situations and places, both 
permanent and contemporary signage. Some excerpts of underlined words below are Kam Mueang. 
 
 เฮอืนสบู ่  hɯansàɁbùː ‘house of soap’ 
 กาดฝรั)ง  kāːtfàɁrāŋ ‘Market of Foreigners’ 
 กาดไมร้มิคลอง kāːtmáirimkhlɔːŋ ‘Wood market on the canal’ 
 เชยีงใหม ่ฮอด ดอยเตา่ อมกอ๋ย ʨhiaŋmài hɔ̂ː t dɔːjtāu Ɂomkɔ̌ː j ‘Chiang Mai Hot Doi Tao Om Koi’ 
 เทศกาลของดศีรเีจยีงใหมม่ว่นใจฮ๋บัปี7 ใหมเ่มอืง 
 thêːtsàɁkaːnkhɔ̌ː ŋdiːsǐːʨiaŋmāimûnʨǎihábpǐːmāimɯaŋ ‘Chiang Mai Honourable Objects  
Festival, welcome to Mueang New Year with Joy’ 
 มหกรรมผา้ฝ้ายตอมอื ๑๐๙ ปี7  ของดจี๋อมตอง ครั+งตี+ ๓  
 máɁhàɁkamphāːfāitɔːmɯː 109 pǐː khɔ̌ː ŋdiːʨɔ̌ː mtɔːŋ khráŋtîːsǎːm ‘The Third 109 Years of Chom  
Thong Hand-Woven Cotton Festival’ 
3.4.2 Signs in Kam Mueang mixed with foreign languages 
Mueang words on signage are mixed with foreign languages, mostly with English. A few are mixed with 
Chinese, French, Japanese, and Korean. Some mixes between Mueang and foreign languages mentioned are 
written in Thai alphabet only, some are written in Thai and English alphabet together, and a few are written 
in English only. Some excerpts of underlined words in the examples below are in Kam Mueang. 
Examples of Kam Mueang mixed with English: 
  
 BCC ANTIQUES 1976 Ban Chang Come 
 “Come”, that is “Kham – gold” combined as an adjective with Chang ‘elephant’ to mean ‘golden 
 elephant’ 
 บา้นไมคํ้า Restaurant bâːnmáikham Restaurant ‘Golden house restaurant’ 
 บนิมว่นแต๊กบัแอรเ์อเชยี binmûantǽːkàbɁæːɁeːʨhia ‘Fly joyfully with Air Asia’  
 แมนๆ ใจ ๋ๆหื+อเปื+อนมดเลย mæːnmæːnʨǎiʨǎi hɯ̄ːpɯ̂ːnmótlǝːj ‘The whole Gentlemen’s heart for  
 friends’ 
 ดอกเอื+องบานที)กาดจรงิใจ เจเจมารเ์ก็ต dɔ̄ː kɁɯ̄aŋbaːnthîːkāːtʨiŋʨaiʨeːʨeːmaːkêt 
       ‘Orchids shown at Kat Ching Chai  JJ Market’ 
 เชงิดอย OPEN CUP ʨhə̄ː ŋdɔːi (foot hill) OPEN CUP ‘Foot hill open cup’ 
 
Examples of Mueang mixed with French: 
 
 Cafe de Klang Wiang  (“Klang” ‘middle’; “Wiang” ‘capital’) ‘Coffee shop at the city center’ 
 เลอกองคํา ləːkɔːŋkham ‘Le Kong Kham’ (“Kham” ‘gold’) 
 
An example on Mueang mixed with Chinese: 
 
 อยธุยากว๋ยเตี7ยวเรอื ขา้วซอย ɁàɁjútthajaːkǔajtǐawrɯa khāusɔːj  
 ‘noodle on boat in Ayutthaya’s style and Khao Soi’  
 
“Kuay Tiaw” are originally Chinese noodle dishes. “Khao Soi” is a popular dish in northern Thailand, made 
of yellow noodles with rich milky curry. It was a Muslim dish and was introduced by the Chinese Muslims 
known as Ho in Thailand (Rattana, 1999) and Hui in Yunnan China. 
 
An example on Mueang mixed with Japanese:  
 
 บา้นเฮาคาราโอเกะ bāːnhaukhaːraːɁoːkèɁ ‘Ban Hau (our house) Karaoke’ 
 
An example on Mueang mixed with Korean:  
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 รา้นคังเซน –เคนโก-้หลงิมื)น ráːnkaŋseːnkheːnkôːlìŋmɯ̂ːn ‘Kanzen-KenkoLing Muen’  
 (Ling Muen is an area in a sub-district of San Sai district) 
3.4.3 Signs in Kam Mueang, non-mixed 
The words of the type “Mueang’ only refer to those that are written in Thai alphabet and can be pronounced 
as the original Kam Mueang sounds. Some excerpts show Kam Mueang only on signage, which are used as 
shop names, products and also in temporary signage as announcements. Two photographs below are 
examples of Kam Mueang signs. 
 
 ขว่งบา้น  khūaŋbāːn ‘house’s ground’ 
 สะหลงุดอก  sàɁlǔŋdɔ̄ː k ‘flowery silverware bowl’ 
 เฮอืนแมคํ่าผง hɯanmæ̂ːkhamphǒŋ ‘house of Mrs. Kham Phong’ 
 เฮอืนนํ+าปิง  hɯannǎːmpiŋ ‘house of Ping River’ 
 ไสอ้ั)วป้าคํา  sāiɁùapāːkham ‘Aunt Kham Sai Ua’1 
 มว่นกั7นหนา้กาด mǔankǎnnāːːkāːt ‘be joyful in front of the market’ 
 ดใีจย๋ ิ)งแลว้ แขกแกว้มาเยอืน บล่มืบเ่ลอืน เตอืนกั7นบเ่มา 
 diːʨǎijîŋlǽːw khǣːkkǣːwmaːjɯan bɔ̄ː lɯ̄ːmbɔ̄ː lɯ̄an tɯ̄ankǎnbɔ̄ː mau   
 ‘(We) are so pleased that honourable guests come to visit us, please remind ourselves not to get drunk’ 
 สบืฮตี สานฮอย ผอ่กอย ป๋าเวณีปี7 ใหมเ่มอืงหางดง 
 sɯ̄ːbhîːt sǎːnhɔːi phɔk̄ɔːi pǎːweːniːpiːmāimɯaŋhǎːŋdoŋ   
 ‘extend the rite, maintain traditional New Year festival of Hang Dong’ 
 ตา๋มฮตี ตา๋มฮอย ตา๋มผอ่ ตา๋มกอย ปี7 ใหมเ่มอืงจอ๋มตอง 
 tǎːmhîːt tǎːmhɔːi tǎːmphɔː tǎːmkɔːi pǐmāimɯaŋʨɔ̌ː mtɔːŋ  
 ‘Follow the rite, come maintaining traditional New Year Festival of Chom Thong’ 
 
 
Figure 12: สะหลงุดอก sàɁlǔŋdɔ̄ː k ‘flowery silverware bowl’ 
 
                                                 
1  “Sai Ua” is spicy Northern Sausage, roasted sausage made from pork and spices. 
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Figure 13: ดใีจย๋ ิ)งแลว้ แขกแกว้มาเยอืน บล่มืบเ่ลอืน เตอืนกั7นบเ่มา diːʨǎijîŋlǽːw  
khǣːkkǣːwmaːjɯan bɔ̄ː lɯ̄ːmbɔ̄ː lɯ̄an tɯ̄ankǎnbɔ̄ː mau  
‘(We) are so pleased that honourable guests come to visit us, please remind ourselves not to get drunk’ 
4. The Contexts of The Five Most Frequent Use of Kam Mueang Word Elements 
“Mueang” (regional inhabitants), geographic settlement/location in “Doi” (mountain), symbolic prestige of 
financial status on place of living in “Huean” (house), local market as trading place as well as place of social 
interaction in “Kat” (market), and social norm on precious thing in “Kham” (gold). Five most frequent use of 
Kam Mueang word elements according to the contrastive analysis of all Kam Mueang word elements in this 
study include เมอืง /mɯaŋ/ ‘regional inhabitants’ (61 times), ดอย /dɔːi/ ‘mountain’ (50 times), เฮอืน 
/hɯan/ ‘house’ (40 times), กาด /kāːt/‘market’ (39 times), and คํา /kham/ ‘gold’ 38 times, respectively. The 
table below shows the statistic frequency of use of those five Kam Mueang word elements. 
 
      Word Elements 
 
 
Word element  
Contexts 
เมอืง mɯaŋ 
(61) 
ดอย dɔːi  
(50) 
 
เฮอืน hɯan 
(40) 
 
กาด kāːt 
(39) 
คํา kham  
(38) 
Place 9 42 35 39 - 
Language 10 - - - - 
Characteristics 42 8 5 1 23 
Precious things - - - - 15 
4.1 Contexts of the use of เมอืง  /mɯaŋ/ 
The word element “MUEANG”/mɯaŋ/ used in the context on characteristics of several things was found the 
most frequently, that is, 42 out of 61 times. “เมอืง” /mɯaŋ/ is used in the context of place, language, and 
characteristics of several things. This highest and widespread use of “MUEANG” /mɯaŋ/ shows the pride 
of local inhabitants in holding onto their prestigious social status. “Khon” means people and “Mueang” 
specifies those people who are civilized and live in the city (Udom, 2006) “Khon Mueang” formerly referred 
to the local people, who were distinguished from Burmeses during the Burmese occupation for about two 
hundred years in the past and were called “เมอืง” /mɯaŋ/ (Sanguan, 1969: 189 – 190). Kam Mueang 
belongs to the Tai language family (Diller, 1990), whereas Burmese belongs to Tibeto-Burman language 
family (Suriya, 1988). However, during Burmese’s occupation (1558 – 1777), some Burmese words were 
borrowed, such as ปอย /pɔːi/ ‘fair or celebration’, which was borrowed from /pæːw/ and กะบอง /kàɁbɔːŋ/ 
from /pauʨɔ̀ː / which means fried pieces of pumpkin mixed with flour (Udom, 2004), แกงฮงัเล or แกงฮนิเล 
/kæːŋhaŋleː/ or /kæːŋhinleː/ ‘Hungle curry - a spicy and fatty pork curry’ and /náːmphríkɁɔ̀ː ŋ/ ‘chili paste 
with chopped pork and tomatoes’ (Sanguan, 1969). 
Because central education mandates the use of central Thai in all school education as the medium of 
instruction, many local people have begun to replace commonplace words, such as /tēːw/ with /kǎːŋkěːŋ/ 
‘trousers’ when people speak Kam Mueang. In the last decade, Kam Mueang courses have been offered in 
universities, such as Chiang Mai University, Maejo University, Rajabhat Chiangmai University, and selected 
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schools and at local temples such as Wat Suan Dok, and a few isolated local groups throughout northern 
Thailand (Chayutpat – oral primary source, 2012). A group of people are hoping to provide teaching of Kam 
Mueang in primary schools in northern Thailand. There has also been a resurgence of Lanna identity as 
demonstrated by wearing of “Mueang” style clothes at special festivals and on every Friday in schools, 
universities, government offices and banks, and by practice of rites and decorations on festival occasions. 
These innovations appear to be gathering momentum and can be regarded as signs of success in the 
resurgence of Lanna Identity. If the promotion of Kam Mueang in schools succeeds, the Lanna identity 
should be assured in the era of globalization. 
In the context of use of Mueang, the word element /mɯaŋ/ is used as an adjective in a combination to 
form compound nouns, as in the following examples. 
 
 มาแอว่งาน บด่ลีมืแตง่ชดุพื+นเมอืงมาตวย รางวลัเครื)องแตง่กาย ยงัรอทา่นอยู ่เนอ้เจา้ 
 maːɁǣːwŋāːn bɔ̄ː diːlɯːmtǣːŋʨhútpɯˊːnmɯaŋmaːtoːj raːŋwankhrɯ̂atæːŋkaːj jaŋrɔːthâːnjuː  
nə̂ː ʨâu  
 ‘Joining the party, please do not forget to dress in local suits, dressing award is waiting for you’ 
 ของกี7นคนเมอืง khɔ̌ː ŋkǐːnkhonmɯaŋ ‘“Khon Mueang”- local food’ 
 
The most frequent use of the word element “Mueang” is incorporated with the word ปี7 ใหม ่/pǐːmai / 
‘New Year’ to be “ปี7 ใหมเ่มอืง” /pǐːmaimɯaŋ/ ‘Northern Thai New Year, or New Year of Khon Mueang’ 
among the elements /mɯaŋ/ “MUEANG”, which is used 18 times out of 42. That is one-third of its use in 
the earlier mentioned contexts. The use of the element /mɯaŋ/ found in “contemporary” signage, is often 
used before and during the period of “ปี7 ใหมเ่มอืง”  /pǐːmaimɯaŋ/ or “Song Kran” festival, that is traditional 
New Year. This popular use indicates that “Khon Mueang”, people of the North, value traditional Thai New 
Year as the most important custom or rite. /pǐːmaimɯaŋ/ ‘Mueang-Northern Thai New Year Festival’ has 
been the most cherished occasion for all families. It’s a time for great making-merit at the temple, showing 
respect to the elderly relatives who give traditional wishes in return. Traditionally typical things such as 
food, utensils and dress, are used to celebrate, and extend good wishes for the coming “new” year. Some 
contemporary signs show the extensive use of “ปี7 ใหมเ่มอืง” pǐːmaimɯaŋ ‘Mueang-Northern New Year 
Festival’.  
 
Examples: 
ตามฮตี ตวยฮอย ป๋าเวณีปี7 ใหมเ่มอืงฮว่มกั7นสรงนํ+าพระ 
taːmhîːt tuajhɔːi pǎːweːniːpǐːmaimɯaŋhûamkǎnsǒŋnáːmphráɁ 
‘Following the rite, following “Mueang” New Year Festival, please spring water to the statue of Buddha 
together’ 
ตา๋มฮตี ตา๋มฮอย ตา๋มผอ่ ตา๋มกอย ปี7 ใหมเ่มอืงจอ๋มตอง tǎːmhîːt tǎːmhɔːi tǎːmphɔː tǎːmkɔːi pǐmāimɯaŋ  
ʨɔ̌ː mtɔːŋ ‘Following the rite, following Chom Thong New Year Festival’ 
ป๋าเวณีปี7 ใหมเ่มอืง pǎːweːniːpǐːmaimɯaŋ Chiang Mai Song Kran Festival ‘Chiang Mai New Year Festival’ 
มว่นอก๋มว่นใจปี๋7 ใหมเ่มอืง mûanɁōːkmûanʨǎipǐːmaimɯaŋ ‘Joyful Chiang Mai New Year Festival (Song 
Kran)’ 
 
 
Figure 14: ตา๋มฮตี ตา๋มฮอย ตา๋มผอ่ ตา๋มกอย ปี7 ใหมเ่มอืงจอ๋มตอง  
tǎːmhîːt tǎːmhɔːi tǎːmphɔː tǎːmkɔːi pǐmāimɯaŋʨɔ̌ː mtɔːŋ 
‘Following the rite, following Chom Thong New Year Festival’ 
 
The element “MUEANG” /mɯaŋ/ connotes the socio-cultural norm of the “prestigious” ethnicity of 
the inhabitants of the North; being “Mueang” connotes being ‘civilized’. People of the North retain pride in 
being “Khon Mueang” and also in everything representing the “Mueang” character. The use of “Mueang” in 
compounds is associated with several other cultural markers of identity such as festival, ethnicity (also 
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include a specific occupation, “sla”-craftsman), food, and dress, respectively. The concrete three cultural 
markers, festival, food and dress and their unique characteristics, style and form will be discussed below.  
The element “Mueang” denoting food was found as frequently as that used to connote ethnicity, that 
is, 8 times. However, the use in these two contexts is 10 times less than that used in the context of “New 
Year”. ของกิ7นคนเมอืง /khɔ̌ː ŋkǐːnkhonmɯaŋ/ ‘local northern food’ is mostly spicy and made using pork 
and local vegetables, and a few are Burmese in origin. Some data excerpts on Mueang food are shown in the 
examples below. 
 
 ขา้วซอยกะโลง้ khāusɔːjkàɁlōŋ ‘Khao Soi in coconut bowl’2 
 ลาบไกเ่มอืง laːbkāimɯaŋ ‘“Mueang” chicken chop mixed with spices’ 
 แกงออ่ม kæːŋɁɔ̄ː m ‘Pork or Beef Curry Soup - spicy flavoured stewed pork or beef combined with 
 chillies, shrimp paste, a few lime leaves and sweet basil’ 
 ไสอ้ั)ว sāiɁūa ‘Spicy Northern Sausage-roasted sausage made from pork and spices’ 
 
 
Figure 15: ลาบไกเ่มอืง laːbkāimɯaŋ ‘“Mueang” chicken chop mixed with spices’ 
 
The “Mueang” style of dress is traditionally hand-woven cotton with its unique patterns. Men dress in 
“Thia or Theo (at present it can be called “Kang Keng”), which is a loose trouser dressed in combination 
with a local shirt, being probably tied with “Pha Tong or Pha Kha Ma”, having multiple functions of use. 
Women dress in hand-woven cotton “Pha Thung”, a kind of long skirt with several unique patterns and a 
blouse with embroidery or other decoration.  A few data excerpts show the use of the element “Mueang” 
connoting typical dress. 
 
 มาแอว่งาน บด่ลีมืแตง่ชดุพื+นเมอืงมาตวย รางวลัเครื)องแตง่กาย ยงัรอทา่นอยูเ่นอ้เจา้ 
 maːɁǣːwŋāːn bɔ̄ː diːlɯːmtǣːŋʨhútpɯˊːnmɯaŋmaːtoːj raːŋwankhrɯ̂atæːŋkaːj jaŋrɔːthâːnjuː  
nə̂ː ʨâu  
‘Joining the party, please do not forget to dress in local suits, dressing award is waiting for you’ 
 ศลิปศาสตรฮ์ว่มใจแ๋ตง่กายชดุพื+นเมอืงทกุวันศกุรต์ลอดเดอืนเมษายนเนอ้เจา้...  
 silapasàːthǔːmʨǎitæːŋkaijʨhútphɯːnmɯaŋthúkwansùktalɔ̀ː dɯanmeːsǎːjonnə̂ː ʨâu  
 ‘Members of the Faculty of Liberal Arts, please participate in dressing in Mueang style every Friday 
 throughout April...’ 
 
Two examples of “Pha Thung” of Mueang patterns are a pattern called “Lai Nam Lay”, and another 
one “(Sin) Tin Chok”. “Lai Nam Lai” refers to a typical pattern, which looks like flowing rivers especially 
known as heritage of Tai Lue (in Phayao and Nan provinces). “Sin (intertwine word for Pha Thung) Tin 
Chok” refers to the long skirt having at its bottom a hand-woven cotton together with cotton embroidery 
showing very complicated patterns having specific names; each pattern on the same piece is usually named 
according to the natural environment of each village, either flowers or animals. 
4.2 Contexts of the use of ดอย /dɔːi /  
The word element dɔːi, the local word for mountains is most dominant in naming of places. This use of ดอย 
/dɔːi/  represents the particular geographical settlement of the North having a “mountainous” characteristic. 
                                                 
2  “Khao Soi”: yellow noodles with rich milky curry topped with crispy fried noodles served with a side dish of 
lemon sliced, pickled cabbage and small red onion 
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The second most frequent use of this Mueang element can be explained by the fact that the inhabitants take 
pride in their mountainous home. Moreover, other people including those who have moved to live in the 
region and tourists recognize and appreciate the attractive mountainous region of Lanna-northern Thailand.  
According to the traditional belief, the mountains should be to the west of the town or city to be 
“fortunate”. Early in the morning, the sun rises in the east in the front of the mountain and sets behind the 
mountains in the west. Hence, the geographic site of Chiang Mai, the capital of Lanna which is situated in 
front of Doi Suthep with the Ping river at its front shows an ecological wisdom (Saratsawadi, 2006: 133). 
Situated in between Doi Suthep and Ping river, the region of Chiang Mai always receives water and is also 
surrounded by water resources.  
The use of DOI reflects the appreciation, affection and attachment that people of the northern regions 
have towards the mountains. Many local places are named with the element ‘doi’ depending on each region. 
Some mountains received their names according to their history, e.g. ‘Doi’ as ดอยอนิทนนท ์‘Doi Inthanon’ -
the name of a former King of Lanna (King Inthawitchayanon), Doi Suthep – the name of a hermit. Though 
the Thai word “Phu Khao” is used for the word “Doi” in Lanna language, all geographic signs are written 
with “Doi” in Thai alphabet. Hence, both the inhabitants and the state officers authorized for making those 
public signs recognize and respect this typical and “attractive” element of Lanna.  Examples: 
 
 Doi Chang  dɔːiʨháːŋ ‘elephant mountain’ 
 Doi Angkhang dɔːiɁàːŋkhǎːŋ ‘pot basin mountain’ 
 Doi Lo  dɔːilɔ̄ː  ‘the slighted mountain’ 
 
The element “Doi”, moreover, indicates other things including products as in a sign found, 
ขา้วสาลดีอย‘mountainous corn’. “Doi” also symbolizes the mountainous site of the institution as in a 
contemporary signage สาธติปิB กดอย /sǎːthítpíkdɔːi/ ‘Back to The Demonstration School of Chiang Mai 
University’. In addition, people living in the mountainous areas call themselves “Chao Doi”. 
The mountainous location of the Lanna region is not only valued in terms of “spirit”, but also in 
business. The element “Doi” always implies “mountainous” characteristics for the place or thing with which 
it is used. Business people take advantage of this particular scenery of the region. They give their business 
enterprises’ names with the element “Doi”. The element ดอย /dɔːi/ has recently been used in combination 
with other words to name especially tourism and accommodation business, and also other shops.  
Examples: 
 
 ดอยคํารสีอรท์ dɔːikhamriːsɔ̀ː t ‘Doi Kham Resort’ 
 ดอยอา่งการสีอรท์ dɔːiɁàːŋkaːriːsɔ̀ː t ‘Doi Angka Resort’ (Crow basin Resort) 
 มอ่นฟ้าดอยคํา mɔ́ː nfáːdɔːikham ‘Mon Fa Doi Kham’ (skying-golden mountain) 
 เอื+องดอยดไีซน ์ Ɂɯ̄aŋdɔːidiːsai ‘mountainous orchid design - a shop name’ 
 ขา้วสาลดีอย khāusǎːliːdɔːi ‘mountainous corn’ 
 
 
Figure 16: มอ่นฟ้าดอยคํา  mɔ́ː nfáːdɔːikham ‘Mon Fa Doi Kham’ (skying-golden mountain) 
4.3 Contexts of the use of เฮอืน  /hɯan/  
The Kam Mueang element เฮอืน /hɯan/ ‘house’, which was found to be the third most frequently used in 
40 cases prominently symbolizes prestige for the place of living in the North. Lanna inhabitants have always 
given importance to the settlement and the building of houses. They respect and believe in a fortunate site 
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and there have always been several beliefs and ceremonies concerning the house, such as specific good 
months for building the house, asking for “land” from Naga, the powerful god of Land who might be able to 
bring happiness or disaster to the house members (Sanan, 2007: 69).  
A traditional rite concerning the house, both building a new house and a new house celebration is the 
rite of paying respect to the four Gods called “Thao Chatulokkaban”, who give happiness to and protect 
human beings into four directions of the world. This rite aims to ask for permission from the four Gods and 
also other two gods, Phra In (Head of all gods and god of Land). In order that the rite process continues 
without obstacle, the people ask those Gods to protect them from misfortune (unknown author copied from a 
damaged and ancient book, Encyclopaedia of Northern Thai Culture, 1995: 7809). 
The Lanna house or เฮอืน /hɯan/ has traditionally been built in a unique wooden style from teak. 
Every piece of the house (e.g. the pillars, the wall, the ground) is made of wood and if the owners are rich, 
that would be of teak. Inside the house, the big wooden “Toen” (veranda) has traditionally been used as a 
living area to welcome guests and has had a big functional terrace to do several things, e.g. to dry crops, rice, 
seeds and relax in the evening and even sleep in during the hot season. 
The เฮอืน /hɯan/ ‘house’ is therefore valuable and became a symbol of financial status and also 
political power. The big-typical เฮอืน /hɯan/ especially in Lanna style symbolizes pride and power of the 
owner. Having such a wooden house, especially that is made of teak shows the head of the family’s financial 
ability, who is probably a respected and powerful person of the region or village. The study found that 
among 40 contexts of use, for 35 of “Huean” were used to connote “house”. The element เฮอืน /hɯan/ 
‘house’ has recently been used in combination with other elements as the name of restaurants, resorts, shops, 
dormitory, residence, hotel, and office. The element เฮอืน /hɯan/ makes the guests or customers at those 
business places take “pride” and as if they are coming to stay, relax or eat in their own “Huean”, in a 
privileged place of living. Below are examples on the use of “Huean” in underlined words for several place 
names and other purposes of use. 
 
Restaurants:  
 เฮอืนสถาปนกิ hɯansàɁthǎːpaník ‘House of architects’ 
 เฮอืนหว้ยแกว้อลังการแหง่ลา้นนานคร hɯanhûajkæ̂wɁàɁlaŋkaːnhæ̀ŋláːnnaːnáɁkhɔːn  
 ‘Huean Huay Kaew, Luxor of The City of Lanna’ 
 
Shops:  
 เฮอืนสปา  hɯansapaː ‘Spa House’ 
 รา้นเฮอืนแปโบราณ ráːnhɯanpæːboːraːn ‘Old raft-house shop’ 
 
Office:   
 เฮอืนเนตนิคร hɯanneːtìɁnáɁkhɔːn ‘House of lawyer‘ 
แวะเยอืน เฮอืนบา้นป๊ะกั7นหมูเ่ฮา wǽɁjɯanhɯanbāːnpáɁkǎnmuːhau ’visit old school, have a  
meeting’ 
 
Resort:  
 เฮอืนดอกแกว้รสีอรท์ hɯandɔ̄ː kkǣːwriːsɔ̄ː t ‘House of Dok Kaew Resort’ 
 
Hotel:  
 เฮอืนหลวงพระบาง  hɯanlǔaŋphráɁbaːŋ ‘Hotel Huean Luang Phrabang’ 
 
Residence:  
 เฮอืนผูก้า๋นเจยีงใหม ่ hɯanphûːkǎːnʨiaŋmāi ‘House of Police Headquarter’s Chiang Mai‘ 
 
Dormitory:  
 เฮอืนพวงคราม hɯanphuaŋkhraːm ‘House of Phuang Khram’  
 เฮอืนบวัระวงที)๕ hɯanbuarawoŋthíː 5 ‘House of the fifth Buarawong’3 
 
Persons: 
 ประกวดธดิาผา้ฝ้าย, แมเ่ฮอืนงาม, บา่วหลอ่, ป้อเฮอืนไรพ้งุ  
 pràɁkūatthíɁdaːphāːfāi, mæ̂ːhɯanŋaːm, bāːwlɔ̄ː , bɔ̂ː hɯanráiphuŋ  
 Beauty contest of Miss Cotton, beautiful Married Lady, Handsome Boy, non-fat Married Man’ 
                                                 
3  “Buarawong” is a kind of lotus 
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Other: 
 โชตนาไมเ้ฮอืนเกา่ ʨhoːtanaːmáihɯankāu ‘Old house wooden Chotana’ 
 
  
Figure 17: เฮอืนสถาปนกิ hɯansàɁthǎːpaník 
‘House of architects’ 
Figure 18: เฮอืนเนตนิคร hɯanneːtìɁnáɁkhɔːn 
‘House of lawyer’ 
 
 
4.4 Contexts of the use of กาด /kāːt /  
The element กาด /kāːt/ ‘market’, used (39 times), connotes the place of trading everywhere in the North, 
both in the city and the village. Among the total number of use of กาด /kāːt/, 30 contexts refer to daily 
markets. However, กาด /kā:t/ is not known only as a place for trading, but also and especially as a place of 
socially spontaneous interaction at various times, daily or weekly. It is the name for a popular place where 
people come to trade, bargain, relax and entertain themselves.  
Northern people value กาด /kāːt/ - the market as an important part of life. Beside other ways of 
earning a living such as agriculture, clothes, and ceramics, the market is an important place to support other 
ways of earning. Big cities in Lanna had circular trade, and in every five days, there was a big appointed 
market (Penth, translated by Sirirat, 2009). Since recorded history of Lanna, during 1296 – 1355, “กาด” 
/kāːt/ or the market of Chiang Mai was settled at a part of “Khuang Luang” or large square in the city centre 
of Chiang Mai, which was at the intersection, “Klang Wiang” where King Mang Rai, the first King of Lanna 
Kingdom died (Saratsawadi, 2006: 143). This place is still be used nowadays as a part of the most popular 
Sunday walking street. The market has not only been the place where people trade, but also the place where 
they have social interaction.  
Accordingly, กาด /kāːt/, from the oldest places of trading in traditional style to the new and modern 
ones have been widely been established in the North until nowadays. In the North, three main types of “Kat” 
have been found, which include “Kat Ngai or Kat Chao” ‘early morning market’ “Kat Laeng” ‘late afternoon 
market’, and “Kat Nat” ‘appointed market’. 
The most traditional markets of the local people are “Kat Ngai or Kat Chao” ‘early morning market’ 
and “Kat Laeng” ‘late afternoon market’, and a special market called “Kat Ngua” ‘oxen market’, which was 
the place where people particularly bought and sold buffaloes and oxen. The “Kat Ngua” became “Kat Tit or 
Kat Sao” ‘Sunday or Saturday market’, that is week-end market, or in other words, “Kat Nat” ‘appointed 
market’. The word “Nat” means “to have an appointment”. It may be called “Kat Mua”, “Mua” means ‘mix’, 
which refers to a kind of a single market where people sell and buy many different things. Kat Nat are mostly 
open from late afternoon to late evening. Recently, there are numerous “Kat Nat” including daily markets, 
“Kat Phat” ‘Thursday market’, “Kat Suk” ‘Friday market’, or sometimes, such the specific market is called 
according to the organized place’s name, such as “Kat Ruam Chok” (on Monday and Tuesday, as well as 
daily) at a place called Ruam Chok, “Kat Cowboy” at Maejo University on Monday and Wednesday, open 
from late afternoon till evening. Recently, “Kat Nat” or appointed market have become more and more 
popular in the North. A few examples show the signs on “Kat Nat”. 
 
 กาดรวมโชคว็อคกิ+งสตรที kāːtruamʨhôːkwɔḱkîŋsatrit 
 ‘Walking Street Ruam Chok Market’ 
 ดอกเอื+องบานที)กาดจรงิใจ เจเจ มารเ์กต็ dɔ̄ː kɁɯ̄aŋbaːnthîːkāːtʨiŋʨai JJ market 
 ‘Opening Orchids at Ching Chai J J Market’ 
 กาดนัดโลตัสคําเที)ยง kāːtnátloːtátkhamthîaŋ ‘Lotus Kham Thiang appointed market’ 
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The element กาด /kāːt/ easily and naturally reminds people of the market at a particular place. It is 
therefore used as the name of other places beside the market place itself. These imply the related location of 
each business. The following data show the use of กาด /kāːt/ for several places including massage shop, 
medical clinic and car park.  
 
 กาดหลวงนวดเทา้ kāːtluaŋnûattháu ‘Kat Luang Foot Massage’  
 คลนิกิกระดกูและขอ้กาดรวมโชค klinìkkràɁdùːklǽɁkhɔ̂ː kāːtruamʨhôːk 
 ‘Kat Ruam Chok Orthopedic Clinic’  
 จอดรถกาดนัดมโีชค ʨɔ̀ː trótkāːtnátmiːʨhôːk ‘Kat Ruam Chok Car Park’ 
 
As discussed, “Kat” has always been a beloved place of the local people. It isn’t only the place where 
people trade but also where people socialize and spontaneously interact at various time, from early morning 
till late evening. In 39 contexts with the element กาด /kāːt/ ‘market’, 30 contexts represent daily markets. 
Most of them are named according to the place. A few are named according to the particular products or 
occasion. The element กาด /kāːt/ is also used for a big department store. A market imitated from the “oldest” 
market of the city popularly called “Kat Luang” (official name is “Warorot Market”) to a place in the big 
department store, Central Airport Plaza, and its name is กาดหลวงแอรพ์อรต์ /kāːtlǔaŋɁæːpɔ̄ː t/ ‘Kat Luang 
Air Port’. Recently, more market places have been created and are named in mixed words, with Kam 
Mueang กาด /kāːt/ and English as seen in the data example below. 
 
 กาดหลวง  kāːtlǔaŋ ‘Kat Luang - Warorot Market’ 
 กาดหลวงแอรพ์อรต์ kāːtlǔaŋɁæːpɔ̄ː t  ‘Kat Luang Airport’ 
 กาดไมร้มิคลอง kāːtmáirimkhlɔːŋ ‘Kat Mai Rim Klong wood market on the canal’ 
 
  
Figure 19: กาดหลวงแอรพ์อรต์ kāːtlǔaŋɁæːpɔ̄ː t   
                    ‘Kat Luang Airport’ 
Figure 20: กาดไมร้มิคลอง kāːtmáirimkhlɔːŋ 
‘Kat Mai Rim Klong wood market on the canal’ 
 
4.5 Contexts of the use of คาํ /kham/   
The element คํา /kham/ as an adjective ‘golden’ and also noun ‘gold’ is used 23 out of 38 times in 
combination with several things. It was used together with other word elements in compound words to 
describe places, things and people. The element คํา /kham/ is used the most frequently for places, 36 out of 
38 times as in the following examples. 
 
 วัดพระธาตดุอยคํา wátphráɁthâːtdɔːikham ‘Wat Phra That Doi Kham – a Buddhist temple’ 
 บา้นแกว้เฮอืนคํา  bāːnkǣːwhɯankham ‘Ban Kaew Huean Kham – a restaurant’ 
 โรงแรมเชยีงใหมภ่คํูา roːŋræːmʨhiaŋmàiphuːkham ‘Chiang Mai Phu Kham Hotel’ 
 
Only a few cases is it used in combination with a person’s name including อสุาคํา ɁùɁsǎːkham 
‘Usakham’ (a stone and sand shop) รา้นป้าบวัคํา ráːnpāːbuakham ‘aunt Bua Kham shop’. In others “kham” 
is used with the object elements, แทน่ thæ̂ːn ‘altar’, ไม ้mái‘wood’ and รนิ rin ‘gutter’ to characterize what 
each object is made of. However all 5 signs having elements แทน่ thæ̂ːn and คํา kham refer to a village, 
แทน่คํา thæ̂ːnkham “Thaen Kham” ‘golden altar’ in Chom Thong district, Chiang Mai. The data found are:  
 
 รมินํ+าแทน่คํา rimnáːmthæ̂ːnkham ‘on the river’s bank of Thaen Kham’ 
 เชยีงใหม ่– จอมทอง แทน่คํา ʨhiaŋmai-ʨɔːmthɔːŋ thæ̂ːnkham  
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 ‘Chiang Mai – Chom Thong, Thaen Kham’ 
 ทางไปวัดแทน่คํา  thaːŋpaiwátthæ̂ːnkham ‘the way to Wat Thaen Kham’ 
 สวนอาหารรมินํ+าแทน่คํา sǔanɁaːhǎːnrimnáːmthæ̂ːnkham ‘garden restaurant at the river’s bank of 
            Thaen Kham’ 
 กลุม่ทอผา้เกษตรกรบ.แทน่คํา klùmthɔːphâːkasèttakɔːnbɔːthæ̂ːnkham ‘group of agriculturist hand-
               woven of Thaen Kham’ 
 
 
Figure 21: สวนอาหารรมินํ+าแทน่คํา sǔanɁaːhǎːnrimnáːmthæ̂ːnkham 
‘garden restaurant on the river’s bank of Thaen Kham’ (the one with the word Coca-Cola) 
 
A few other examples found in data show the use of the element “Kham“ as an adjective used in 
combination with nouns including mái ‘wood’ and rin ‘gutter’, as in บา้นไมคํ้า Restaurant bāːnmáikham 
Restaurant ‘house of golden wood restaurant’, กาดรนิคํา kāːtrinkham‘Rin Kham market’, and 
โรงแรมอมารรีนิคํา roŋræːmɁamaːriːrinkham ‘Amari-Rin Kham Hotel’. Only one utterance is found with 
“Kham” used with a flower plant which is yellow and called ฝ้ายคํา fāikham “Fai Kham”, but it is used as 
the name of a frog farm, hence its name is ฟารม์กบฝ้ายคํา faːmkòbfāikham ‘Fai Kham Frog’s farm’. 
Some old people in the North have the first name “Kham”, which means ‘gold’ in a single noun or 
monosyllabic word only. Sometimes those people have “Kham“ in their first name as a noun in combination 
with another word element as found in place name data below. 
 
 ศลิปินแหง่ชาต ิพอ่ครคํูา  กาไวย sǐnlapinhæ̀ːŋʨhâːt phɔ̂ː khrukham kaːwai   
 ‘national artist named teacher-father Kham Kawai’  
 ไสอ้ั)วป้าคํา sāiɁūapāːkham ‘Sai Ua-northern roasted sausage of aunt Kham’ 
 กาดกอ๋มกอ๋งคํา kāːtkɔ̄ː mkɔ̌ː ŋkham ‘small market of a person named Kong Kham’ (“kongkham”  
 means a pile of gold) 
 คําแปงคา้ไม ้ khampæːŋkháːmái ‘Kham Paeng trading wood’ 
 
 
Figure 22: ไสอ้ั)วป้าคํา sāiɁūapāːkham ‘Sai Ua-northern roasted sausage of aunt Kham’ 
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As the element คํา /kham/ ‘gold’ is one of the most frequently used elements on signs, this scientific 
element or object can be considered the most precious and valuable thing in the North. People of Lanna 
believed that gold represents financial status, makes the owner respected and is a holy object. It was made 
into jewellery, and “natural gold” found in water resources when it was hung above the altar for the statues 
of Buddha in the house would bring happiness and prosperity to the family’s members (Pan, 2011: oral-
primary source). Since the recorded history of Chiang Mai, gold-makers were included among other 
craftsmen of the city, which responded to the needs of the community (Saratsawadi, 2006: 220). Some 
places’ names have คํา kham as their combination such as วัดพระธาตดุอยคํา wátphráɁthâːtdɔːikham ‘Wat 
Phra That Doi Kham’ or ‘golden mountain temple with relic of the Buddha’. People naturally think of the 
place, other things and also names of the person as being “precious and valuable” in terms of both price and 
value. Following are some examples presenting places and objects having คํา kham as important element 
utterance. 
 
Places: 
 บา้นกอบคํา bāːnkɔ̄ː bkham ‘Kop Kham (as a female’s name) House’ 
เชญิชมและซื+อสนิคา้ราชทณัฑ ์ณ ตลาดคําเที)ยง  
ʨhəːnʨhomlǽɁsɯ́ːsǐnkháːrâːtʨháɁthan náɁ tàɁlàːtkhamthîaŋ 
 ‘Please visit and buy goods from prisons at Kham Thiang (a name) Market’   
 วังคํานวดแผนโบราณ waŋkhamnûatphæ̌ːboːraːn ‘Wang Kham Traditional Massage’ 
 
Objects: 
 กองคํา kɔːŋkham ‘Kong Kham - golden mass’ 
 เลอกองคํา ləːkɔːŋkham ‘Le Kong Kham - the golden mass’ 
 บา้นชา่งคํา bāːnʨhâːŋkham ‘house of gold craftsmen’ 
5. Conclusion  
Kam Mueang word elements in signage including Mueang, Doi, Huean, Kat and Kham connote identity 
maintenance of Lanna, and have been maintained since the establishment of this former Kingdom until the 
present times of globalization. Those local linguistic properties, which are used in combination with words in 
national and other global languages, especially English highlight the uniqueness of social, cultural and 
natural heritage of the old northern Land. Lanna identity is expressed through several markers, namely 
“Mueang” (name for people), “Doi” (mountain), “Huean” (house), “Kat” (market), and “Kham” (gold). In 
fact, the process of globalization actually revitalizes local identity marked in language as a core value. There 
is the interaction and compromise between local and global power resulting in ‘glocalization’. Different 
languages are freely expressed, either mixed or non-mixed in written Thai, a little in Kam Mueang, and 
sometimes in other languages with or without Thai transliteration including Chinese, English, French, 
German, Japanese and Korean in the same social area. This makes the northern Thai community a 
multilingual one. This recent linguistic and socio-cultural phenomenon of the Chiang Mai community 
reflects its past and also involved the mixing of different ethnic groups in Southeast Asia. The use of Kam 
Mueang in signage under the context of Globalization identifies the attempt of “Khon Mueang”, Lanna 
inhabitants in maintaining their socio-cultural identity. 
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